Limits on anomalous trilinear gauge boson couplings from W W , W Z and W γ production in pp collisions at √ s = 1.96 TeV
We present final searches of the anomalous γW W and ZW W trilinear gauge boson couplings from W W and W Z production using lepton plus dijet final states and a combination with results from W γ, W W , and W Z production with leptonic final states. The analyzed data correspond to up to 8.6 fb −1 of integrated luminosity collected by the D0 detector in pp collisions at √ s = 1.96 TeV. We set the most stringent limits at a hadron collider to date assuming two different relations between the anomalous coupling parameters ∆κγ , λ, and ∆g Z 1 for a cutoff energy scale Λ = 2 TeV. The combined 68% C.L. limits are −0.057 < ∆κγ < 0.154, −0.015 < λ < 0.028, and −0.008 < ∆g Z 1 < 0.054 for the LEP parameterization, and −0.007 < ∆κ < 0.081 and −0.017 < λ < 0.028 for the equal couplings parameterization. We also present the most stringent limits of the W boson magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole moments.
PACS numbers: 14.70.Fm, 13.40.Em, 13.85.Rm, 14.70.Hp In the standard model (SM), the neutral vector bosons, γ and Z, do not interact among themselves, while the charged vector bosons, W ± , couple with the neutral ones and among themselves through trilinear and quartic gauge interactions. The most general γW W and ZW W interactions can be described using a Lorentz invariant effective Lagrangian that contains fourteen dimensionless couplings, seven each for γW W and ZW W [1, 2]. Assuming C (charge) and P (parity) conservation and electromagnetic gauge invariance, i.e. g the Lagrangian terms take the form:
where W µ denotes the W boson field, V µ is either the photon (V = γ) or the Z boson (V = Z) field, W µν = ∂ µ W ν − ∂ ν W µ , V µν = ∂ µ V ν − ∂ ν V µ , and M W is the mass of the W boson. The global coupling parameters g V W W are g γW W = −e and g ZW W = −e cotθ W , as in the SM, where e and θ W are the magnitude of the electron charge and the weak mixing angle, respectively. In the SM, the five remaining couplings are λ γ = λ Z = 0 and g Z 1 = κ γ = κ Z = 1. Any deviation of these couplings from their predicted SM values would be an indication for new physics [3] and could provide information on a mechanism for electroweak symmetry breaking. These deviations are denoted as the anomalous trilinear gauge couplings (ATGCs) ∆κ V and ∆g Z 1 defined as κ V − 1 and g Z 1 − 1, respectively. The W boson magnetic dipole moment, µ W , and electric quadrupole moment, q W , are re-lated to the coupling parameters by:
If the coupling parameters have non-SM values, the amplitudes for gauge boson pair production may grow with energy, eventually violating tree-level unitarity. Unitarity violation can be controlled by parameterizing the ATGCs as dipole form factors with a cutoff energy scale, Λ. The ATGCs then take the form a(ŝ) = a 0 /(1 +ŝ/Λ 2 ) 2 in which √ŝ is the center-of-mass energy of the colliding partons and a 0 is the coupling value in the limitŝ → 0 [4]. The quantity Λ is interpreted as the energy scale where the new phenomenon responsible for the ATGCs is directly observable. At the Tevatron the cutoff scale Λ = 2 TeV is chosen such that the unitarity limits are close to, but not tighter than, the coupling limits set by data.
We assume two scenarios for studying the ATGCs. The parameterization used by the LEP experiments [5] (we refer to this as the LEP parameterization) assumes the following relation between the ATGCs:
In the equal couplings scenario [2], the γW W and the ZW W couplings are set equal to each other and are sensitive to interference effects between the photon and Zexchange diagrams in W W production. Electromagnetic gauge invariance requires that ∆g 
In the following analyses, we consider these two scenarios and set limits on ∆κ γ , λ, and ∆g Z 1 assuming the relations above with Λ = 2 TeV.
Previously published combined limits on ATGCs at the Tevatron come from the D0 Collaboration from a combination of W γ → ℓνγ, W W → ℓνℓν, W W + W Z → ℓνjj and W Z → ℓνee channels (j is a jet, ℓ is an electron, e, or muon, µ, and ν is a neutrino) with integrated luminosity, L, up to 100 pb −1 [6] , and from the CDF Collaboration from a combination of W W + W Z → ℓνjj and W γ → ℓνγ channels with L ≈ 350 pb −1 [7] . The LEP experiments published ATGC limits analyzing primarily W W production [8] [9] [10] [11] while the CMS and ATLAS experiments at the LHC pp collider have published limits on γW W /ZW W couplings from individual W γ, W W and W Z final states [12, 13] .
In this Letter, we measure the coupling parameters at the γW W and ZW W trilinear vertices through the study of gauge boson pair production. The D0 detector is a general purpose collider detector consisting of a central tracking system located within a 2 T superconducting solenoidal magnet, a hermetic liquid-argon and uranium calorimeter [19] , and an outer muon system [20] surrounding 1.8 T iron toroids. Details on the reconstruction and identification criteria for electrons, muons, jets, and missing transverse energy, E / T , and for selection of W γ → ℓνγ, W W → ℓνℓν, W W + W Z → ℓνjj, and W Z → ℓνℓℓ final states can be found elsewhere [14-17, 21, 22] .
The analysis of W W + W Z → ℓνjj final states extends a previous D0 analysis of 4.3 fb −1 of integrated luminosity which measured the W W and W Z cross sections [21] . To select W W + W Z → ℓνjj candidates, we require a single reconstructed electron (muon) with transverse momentum p T > 15 (20) GeV and pseudorapidity |η| < 1.1 (2.0) [23] , E / T > 20 GeV, two or three reconstructed jets with p T > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5, and the W transverse mass [24] , M ℓν T (GeV) > 40 − 0.5E / T . The reconstructed transverse momentum of the two most energetic jets (p jj T ) of selected ℓνjj candidates is used to search for ATGCs. In order to maximize the sensitivity to ATGCs, only candidate events within a dijet invariant mass in the range of 55 < M jj < 110 GeV are studied.
The ATGC analysis of W Z → ℓνℓℓ final states builds upon a previous D0 measurement of the W Z cross section [22] (10) GeV, and with an invariant mass 60 < M ℓℓ < 120 GeV. An additional electron or muon is required to have p T > 15 GeV. In the case of three like-flavor leptons, the oppositely charged lepton pair with M ℓℓ more consistent with the Z boson mass is assigned to the Z decay provided that at least one of the two leptons has p T > 25 GeV. Otherwise the event is rejected.
The SM W W + W Z → ℓνjj and W Z → ℓνℓℓ production and most of the other background processes are modeled using Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. In ℓνjj production the dominant background is due to the production of a vector boson (V = W, Z) in association with jets from light or heavy flavor parton production followed by the production of singe top quarks or top quark pairs. These backgrounds are modeled by MC simulation, while the multijet background is determined from data. In ℓνℓℓ production the dominant Z/γ * → ℓℓ, ZZ and Zγ backgrounds are modeled with MC. Detailed information about the background modeling can be found elsewhere [21, 22] . The SM W W + W Z → ℓνjj and W Z → ℓνℓℓ events are generated with pythia [25] using CTEQ6L1 parton distribution functions (PDFs) [26] . pythia is a leading order (LO) generator, therefore we correct the event kinematics and the acceptance of ℓνjj events for next-to-LO (NLO) and resummation effects. To derive this correction we use mc@nlo [27] with CTEQ6.1M PDFs interfaced to herwig [28] for parton showering and hadronization. Comparing pythia to mc@nlo kinematics at the generator level after final state radiation, we parameterize a two-dimensional correction matrix in the p T of the diboson system and that of the highest-p T boson, and use it to reweight the pythia ℓνjj events. The event yields for the W W → ℓνjj and W Z → ℓνjj production are normalized to the SM NLO cross sections of σ(W W ) = 11.7 ± 0.8 pb and σ(W Z) = 3.5 ± 0.3 pb calculated with mcfm [29] using MSTW2008 PDFs. The above procedure is designed to give NLO predictions at the detector level for the SM contributions to the diboson processes. The W Z → ℓνℓℓ events are also generated using pythia with CTEQ6L1 PDFs and thus also need to be corrected as a function of diboson p T to match predictions from the NLO event generator powheg [30] . The event yields for W Z → ℓνℓℓ production are normalized to the SM NLO cross section of σ(W Z) = 3.2 ± 0.1 pb calculated for the Z boson invariant mass range of 60 < M Z < 120 GeV with mcfm and MSTW2008 PDFs.
All MC events undergo a geant-based [31] detector simulation and are reconstructed using the same algorithms as used for D0 data. The effect of multiple pp interactions is included by overlaying data events from random beam crossings on simulated events. We apply corrections to the MC to account for differences with data in reconstruction and identification efficiencies of leptons and jets. Trigger efficiencies measured in data are applied to MC. The instantaneous luminosity profile and z distribution of the pp interaction vertex of each MC sample are adjusted to match those in data.
In order to extract the ATGCs, we follow a two-step procedure which allows to save computing time. We first use the geant-based D0 event simulation of diboson processes, reweighted with a SM NLO model of diboson production to produce a baseline sample of simulated events for comparison with data. We then use a simulation with ATGCs to create a set of predictions relative to the SM, R ∝ σ/σ SM . The ratio R is used to reweight the SM GEANT-based simulation to reflect ATGCs. This reweighted simulation is then compared to data and used to extract possible values of the ATGCs.
The effect of ATGCs is to increase the production cross section, especially at high boson transverse momentum, relative to its SM prediction. We therefore use the corresponding p jj T and p ℓℓ T distributions to set the limits on ATGCs. The SM p jj T and p ℓℓ T distributions are reweighted with R at the parton level. The reweighting method uses the ratio of matrix element squared values with and without the ATGC component to predict a change of the SM event rate in the presence of ATGCs. The basis of the reweighting method is that the equation of the differential cross section, which has a quadratic dependence on the anomalous couplings, can be written as:
where dσ is the differential cross section that includes the contribution from the ATGCs; dσ SM is the SM differential cross section; |M| 2 is the matrix element squared in the presence of ATGCs; |M| 2 SM is the matrix element squared in the SM; A, B, C, D, E, etc. are reweighting coefficients; and x is a kinematic variable sensitive to ATGCs.
In the LEP parametrization, Eq. (5) is parametrized with the three couplings ∆κ γ , λ, and ∆g Z 1 and nine reweighting coefficients, A-I. Thus, the weight R in the LEP parametrization scenario is defined as:
with λ = λ γ = λ Z and ∆g 1 = ∆g Z 1 . In the equal couplings scenario, Eq. (5) is parametrized with the two couplings ∆κ and λ and five reweighting coefficients, A-E. In this case the weight is defined as:
with ∆κ = ∆κ γ = ∆κ Z and λ = λ γ = λ Z . Depending on the number of reweighting coefficients, a system of the same number of equations allows us to calculate their values for each event. Then for any ATGC combination we can calculate R and apply it to the SM distribution to describe that kinematic distribution in the presence of the chosen non-SM TGC. We first calculate R i (i = 1 − 5 for the equal couplings scenario and i = 1−9 for the LEP parameterization) with a fixed set of ATGCs using a LO prediction from the mcfm generator (with CTEQ6L1 PDFs). Therefore each mcfm event is assigned a value of |M| 2 SM and a set of |M| 2 values for ∆κ γ = ±1, λ = ±1,
, and λ∆g Z 1 = +1. For every bin X in the multidimensional phase space defined by different kinematic distributions, the ratio R is calculated as:
where j indicates the event number in bin X, and i is any of nine (five) ATGC combinations in the LEP parameterization (equal couplings scenario). The multidimensional phase space for the W W → ℓνjj events is defined by a set of kinematic variables at generator level, namely the transverse momentum (p T ) of thesystem, pT , p T of the leading parton, p T of the trailing parton, p T of the neutrino, p T of the charged lepton, and the invariant mass of thesystem. For W Z → ℓνjj events, we use the p T distribution of the quark, the p T distribution of the anti-quark, pT , p T of the neutrino, p T of the charged lepton, and the invariant mass of thesystem. For W Z → ℓνℓℓ events, X is defined by the transverse momentum of the dilepton system, p ℓℓ T , where both leptons originate from the Z boson, p T of the leading and the trailing leptons originating from the Z boson, p T of the lepton originating from the W boson, and p T of the neutrino.
When searching for ATGCs in the LEP parametrization, we vary two of the three couplings at a time, leaving the third coupling fixed to its SM value. This gives the three two-parameter combinations (∆κ γ , λ), (∆κ γ , ∆g Such reweighted SM distributions are compared to data to determine which ATGCs are most consistent with observation. Kinematic distributions in W γ → ℓνγ and W W → ℓνℓν production sensitive to ATGCs are the E T of the photon, E γ T , and p T distributions of the two leptons, respectively. The effects of ATGCs on the E γ T distribution are modeled using simulated events from the BHO generator [32] which undergo geant-based D0 detector simulation. In case of ℓνℓν final states, the ATGCs effects on p T distributions of the two leptons are simulated using the HWZ generator [2] and passed through a parameterized simulation of the D0 detector that is tuned to data.
In order to verify the derived reweighting parameters, we calculate the weights R i;X for different ∆κ, λ, and/or ∆g Z 1 values, apply the reweighting coefficients and compare reweighted p T shapes at the generator level to those predicted by mcfm. This procedure is also repeated after applying generator level selection cuts similar to those at the reconstructed level to check that the (acceptance × efficiency) for reconstructed events is reasonably modeled by this reweighting method. The agreement in the shape and normalization of the pT and p ℓℓ T distributions used for the ATGC measurement is within 5% of the mcfm predictions and thus a conservative systematic uncertainty of 5% has been assigned to the reweighting method.
In the ATGC analysis of ℓνjj final states, we consider two classes of systematic uncertainties: those related to the overall normalization and efficiencies of the various contributing physical processes, and uncertainties that, when propagated through the analysis, impact the shape of the dijet p T distribution. We determine the dependence of the dijet p T distribution on these uncertainties by varying each parameter by its uncertainty (±1 standard deviation) and re-evaluating the shape of the dijet p T distribution. The uncertainties with the largest impact are those related to background cross sections (6.3 − 20%), integrated luminosity (6.1%), the jet energy scale (3 − 9%) and the jet energy resolution (1 − 10%) although the analysis of the ℓνjj final states is fully dominated by statistical uncertainty. In the analysis of ℓνℓℓ final states the most important systematic uncertainties arise from the diboson p T modeling (0.1 − 0.4%), the lepton/jet energy scale (0.2 − 6.0%), and the mis-modeling of lepton/jet resolution (1%). However, the systematic uncertainties are negligible compared to statistical uncertainties. Similarly, the ℓνℓν final states are mainly affected by statistical uncertainty while the systematic uncertainties arise from the background modeling (< 7%), integrated luminosity (6.1%), lepton identification and trigger efficiencies (< 3%). In the analysis of ℓνγ final states systematic uncertainties due to integrated luminosity (6.1%), lepton and photon identification (1 − 5%), background modeling (1 − 10%) and theoretical predictions on the production cross sections (3 − 6%) dominate the total uncertainty.
The limits are determined from a fit of SM and ATGC contributions to the data using the reconstructed variables: the p jj T distribution from W W + W Z → ℓνjj production, the p ℓℓ T distribution from W Z → ℓνℓℓ production, the E γ T distribution from W γ → ℓνγ production, and the p T distributions of the two leptons from W W → ℓνℓν production. The p jj T and p ℓℓ T distributions from 4.3 fb −1 and 8.6 fb −1 analyses, respectively, are shown in Fig. 1 . The E γ T and lepton's p T distributions, and the p jj T distribution from 1.1 fb −1 analysis can be found elsewhere [14] [15] [16] [17] . The individual contributions are fit to the data as the in the presence of ATGCs by minimizing the χ 2 function with respect to Gaussian priors on each of the systematic uncertainties [33] . The fit is performed simultaneously on kinematic distributions corresponding to the different sub-channels and data epochs. The remaining p of systematic uncertainties on separate samples and subchannels due to the same uncertainty are assumed to be 100% correlated but different uncertainties are assumed to be uncorrelated. Table I .
The resulting 68% and 95% C.L. one-parameter limits from the combined fit of ℓνγ, ℓνℓν, ℓνjj, and ℓνℓℓ final states are shown in Table II and limits in twoparameter space are shown in Fig. 4 . The limits in both scenarios represent an improvement relative to previous results from the Tevatron [6, 7, [14] [15] [16] [17] . For the LEP parametrization, our combined measurement with 68% C.L. allowed intervals of κ γ = 1.048 −0.030 presented in this paper has similar sensitivity to the results from the individual LEP experiments [8] [9] [10] [11] . The combined D0 limits are more stringent than those set by the ATLAS Collaboration for Λ = 2 TeV [12] . The limits from the CMS Collaboration [13] are not directly comparable to our results due to a different assumption for Λ value that affects a dipole form factor and thus, the sensitivity to ATGCs [34] . Nevertheless, the combined D0 limits on ∆κ γ , λ and ∆g In summary, we have presented new searches of anoma- lous γW W and ZW W trilinear gauge boson couplings from W W + W Z → ℓνjj and W Z → ℓνℓℓ channels analyzing 4.3 fb −1 and 8.6 fb −1 of integrated luminosity, respectively, and we set limits on ATGCs for these final states. The limits from 4.3 fb −1 ℓνjj analysis are the best limits to date at a hadron collider in this final state. The limits from 8.6 fb −1 ℓνℓℓ analysis are comparable to those set at the LHC and improve relative to previous limits set in this final state at the Tevatron [35] . We have combined these results with those previously published from W W +W Z → ℓνjj (1.1 fb −1 ), W γ → ℓνγ (4.9 fb −1 ), and W W → ℓνℓν (1.0 fb −1 ) final states using up to 8.6 fb −1 of integrated luminosity. No deviation from the SM is found in data. We set the most stringent limits on ∆κ γ , λ and ∆g Z 1 at a hadron collider to date complementing similar measurements performed at LEP and LHC. Using the LEP parameterization we set the combined 68% C.L. limits of −0.057 < ∆κ γ < 0.154, −0.015 < λ < 0.028, and −0.008 < ∆g 
